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I ntroducti on

Ia
It’s a shame that when we're reading this stuff
in a room        in a hall                                  in a cave
                                            aloud
we are waiters and waitresses holding canapés alo
                                               on stainless steel trays
some larger than others — some elegantly trimmed
        some stuffed and puffed some vacuous or some melting...
  some simmering in vinegar, some in piss, some dry as a bone
                    and upon bringing the loed trays down to eye level
    with a nod and a wink        invite the guests to explore the crusts and folds and 
variegations

devouring glances ensue            a shake of the head
            preternatural culinary experiences on           islands            without a dance card
                         with out dance 
    without conversation        without aqua vitae                a concert of pauses

Ib
Why can’t we feel the earth spin beneath our feet
    here at 41° 50' 53" N by 74° 4' 34" W at 800+ mph
we upon it so stable and true        crinolined and mawkishly happy            irresolute
                benighted            beknighted in self-puzzlement
                                                          antiquarians of youthfulness



II

At the-two-hundred-years-on-the-planet-Shrewsbury-Meetinghouse on a Sundaymorn
                                                           there is formless quiet for an hour
                              house full of poets realized or not
        each an unseled bundle of wires and tubes
                    where brain and heart and stomach bale for supremacy
                                where there is no need to bale at all:        you see
something worked out years before we showed up
                Ari Aristotle, René Descartes, George Fox or Papagayo Organic Rum
        uncertain of certainties and certain of uncertainties           Mein Konzert of Mein
                           keeping it all firmly under that lascivious opposable thumb



III

eresia and I walked over to the beach yesterday aernoon
e tourists had already arrived in full hot sun bloom
        blanketed canepés in their own right
                                        toasting   browning        simmering in 50 SPF sauces
ripening like poems in an outdoor cave        lingering and lollying
      basting in dras of the wine dark sea

                       from the boards, their quiet is as deep as the Meetinghouse—
so we two had our own conversation                 weaving through the sea breeze
                   bursts of renegade sand clambering past    ancient ecks        and triggers
eresia and I     talked      and tiffed      and tiled     taled and tugged   and… 
and we discovered we were much happier waiting to find out what a poem
        would be
                            than chasing it at 67,108 mph around the Sun



Holy Hoofers Hooves

once or twice a month there’s a new reinterpretation of jesus
one simpler another more complex one coded another open palmed
one traditional one historical no make that two or three even four
perhaps certainly jesus the praical down-to-earth not quite
existential humanist appears published by small presses or
i haven’t looked carefully could they be university presses providing
i've noticed and have always been uncertain confused between the difference
or the need for a shoe cleaner and/or a shoe polisher when both are packaged
almost identically with cleaner cleaning and the polisher polishing or perhaps
beer said covering and me wondering do i need to first clean or can i just
cover the dirt down there on my shoes that are anyway always kicking about
on surfaces that who knows what's been dropped upon what my shoes are
lugging about five minutes aer i’ve gone to the trouble to both clean and
polish or buff or eecially at a shoe-shine spot at Grand Central or Penn
Station where the glunk on the brush is transfered from one man’s dirty
shoe to another and no maer how hard anyone tries they aren't geing
those street worn postprimordial Doc Martins or St. Martins new again



Parinirvana

Not for Print / Reading — Intended for Audiobook Use Only

                                I'm not interested in the theater.
                                                    —S. Becke

why is it always about me,
this tin thin-structured Manhaan
memory of a life half built
wanting to be this but that
but never particularly welcoming
like kiy rubbing full long body against
your leg while padding on to another leg or table or couch
contact by proximity without grasping
leaving but a few hairs behind beyond
between constructing nothing
moving through with grace as in the dust
folks think kiy indifferent or secretly
sinister or calculating or fueled with
feline sardonics never sarcasm while
exact instant nowness, seductive
secret language of stay stay listen listen
pad padd one paw before the other
without the necessary or inevitable exegesis
(that would not anyway be fully claro) until
kiy moves in memory too
                                    who cat who caer
keeper of lier and dry or canned sustenance
who why is it barely about me



thick countryscape explanation built on
unsubstantiations like dogs whose each
of ours is seven to their chronological years
or mental ages anthropomorphism in extremis
not only thick but dense inevitably placed on
the deforestation queue extinct gadabout
riff with PTSD or Panic Disorder or innocuous
depression without pets without pats without
a mother's deep caress
                                    clueless who-less
why never about me in the opening dawn
dewdrops moonless in the craless new again sun
tiptoeing where no toes tip trembling in awake
ness
        birds wind* their sound
                                        apples ripening
mountains shedding their rounding shoulders
the breathing eck once a river of appellations
now
      embraced
                     dance of —
off — me welcoming why whistling whylessness
in the bright morning breath       sva!      Ah!

______________________
* wind not wīnd



The Seventh Level of Sleep

it started when i stopped dreaming;
i made a conscious effort
to forge a new syntax
                               —so,      i can
only blame it on myself, as they say;

a more controlled, disciplined way
of walking through space, talking the walk,
siing on a chair, head pin balancing in shikantaza— 
sans bifurcation, perfidy, duplicity, or fervidity

one would imagine (imagination doesn't require dreaming)
it would be something akin to bricklaying, that is solid
enough to blacken your toenail if you drop it on it,
constructing a new syntax out of bric-a-brac,

flotsam, jetsam, leovers, scraps and shavings,
subliminal support wires and cast offs from less casual
but surely transient times when the lamb shook the lion
and the cart hatched the horse, well before I was born,

but not much aer it. i could have sworn i saw it before I did,
while one might say wielding a certain prescience, bere



of conscience and thoroughly bere of moral turpitude
(there,         there it goes again, that habit to trabeate by matchstick)

beams and lintels loosely set, some up some down like Stonehenge
maeroffact, offhanded, with a hint of paern, and perfectly dense-hearted,
quarrelsome sometimes, allowing the stream pebbles to run
over the water, the principle outrun the interest, dangling

the carrot in front of the diamond, mansion preceding foyer—
so many many words to hold the whole thing together
the mortar of body language                           (body language which slipped off the page
or doesn't anyway fit, crammed and cramped in the corner

hoping and hopping about for a gleeful opportunity to shine
being told somewhere that it’s the 80% that will seal any deal,
confirm genuineness or duplicity,       make one adorable or unappealing
sacred or profane,     a painted ricecake or a dewdrop on the moon

        the sun in a raisin, a buck in the wheat, the dinosaur in the room)
—and
 —so,
  —i guess i should tell you about the aerdream, the awakening,
the slow descent out of that trapped awakeness, the perfect clarity
of being awake but knowing one is still absolutely asleep, blinded



by the sunlight in the bedroom yet thoroughly unable to escape prison.
 the dog barked her muffled sleepbark and the day's insistence
woke of itself, marveled at its hundred thousand things,
its sleightofhand elegance, its planning and its lingering quirky

somnombulance, its nurturance in absentia, its presence.
—the positive hereness of it: things to do, don'ts to don't,
avoiding arrival times, the prale, the shmooze, the illusory
calender and clock, the twiling twiering lack of space of it

and the overwhelming desire to embrace it all without reserve.
was it dreamless or the dream forgoen like its siblings and cousins,
its decidedly inept but loving parents, its humanoid or mammaloid
of amigdaloid habit akin to fight or flight, its inescapable re-shuffling

refilling and re-filing or shredding or casting off, its recreations
and recreations, and reformations and reformations,
its subtle shis, supple lis, hovering brilliance, amorphous
and ungraspable, transient yet omnipresent.

yes. admiedly it started when i stopped dreaming—
still, no longer able to lie about it, or worse remain silent, well,
i had to share something with you
            dreams are not made of this embrace...



This Fragrant Moonlight

twin rains at the top of the stairs with no railing

trains rale the tracks at the foot of the barn

pleasant footfalls of rain of rain the sleeping cat
rolled in a duplex of dawdling fur, abandoning fear

retirement on a nut shell but not ’til seventy,
a kinship with a wasted life, dissipated, un-lived
samples, a fictionalized series of ampersands,
knoed with uncertain endings and beginnings.

the slow progression of “What?” enlivens the discursive clouds...

you've been asked, haven't you? by a child (or adult)
to drawn an ampersand and somehow again and
again it looks over and over like a G Clef —or a mirrored
image of one                                            — and you scramble to a keyboard,

not for pianoing but for typing         and there it is, THERE
that moment of clarity
                                   but even with the symbol
right there before you, you can't draw it. Its beyond
you. Do you remember learning to draw
                    arabic numbers? Same problem, right?

I still find myself in arguments or disputes or disagreements
or friendly observations on how different people make their number eights.



Some make theirs altogether upside down or backwards or backwards upside down.
Some start from the upper le or the upper right
                        or draw two circles one above the other
or end with a flying single wing to the le or the right at top or boom

the moon's wind stirs the coonwoods, leaves quaking like aens  .   .    .     .      .       .

And here it was beautiful moonlight by the woodsy barn aer a pre-dawn rain,
and there: moon rings, moon bows, moon dogs and moon pillars and you want to 
define them, understand them, how they form
 and you're reminded of Whitman in similar circumstances
  but even old Walt can’t help you now
   even Walt who embraced everything
     invited you to embrace everything

You're at four sheets to the wind without a pilot
      without a crew
        without an albatross
And Walt’s dead and not a page of his to be found anywhere   listen!
 the faint echo of selfreliance
  you’ve suddenly lost the meaning of the word
    and in a panic   you hear the invitation  but refuse the leap
   you
feel the panic and fold yourself in the comfortable overwhelmingness of it all
                                        the punt, the bunt,         the blunt racket of noise and scream,
  the pre-scream and the narrow tunnel
    and the melting soon to be exhausted filament
And panic rides your carriage,
   your pram,
    your long forgoen hobby-horse,
        your bicycle,
      your skates and sneakers,
      your dreams of flying, 



blind flights of awkward blur
top secret pain
                            and flowery salves
without goal                              unrehearsed
                                    and unrecorded
                        like falling asleep at the wheel
            and snapping to hitherto unimagined images
        velvety sharp and heavenly evil
 
                   swollen with the unlikely breath of

twin rains at the top of the stairs

                                 duality sits on the boom step

drip drip dripdrip drip             drip                 drip            drip                drip   drip
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Why His Third Wi fe Collects Temple Bells

    Yochi’s third wife has no formal name.
    She has not taken vows or donned robes.
    She avoids ritual. She wears Inner Light.

    She wakes her bells in the morning
    In the aernoon or any time of night.
    Yochi does not know when they will sound.

    ird wife suffers from no suffering.
    When she coughs, she takes off her hat.
    When her throat is dry she sings a song.

    When arthritis turns her fingers to hot knots,
    She shakes her head and walks the temple dogs.
    Swans wait patiently for her to capture their portraits.

    Without formal name, family call her Fair Haven,
    Neighbors call her Green umb strangers call her Welcome,
    Report the mornings she rides Windhorse on the beach.

    Aer Yochi le First Wife and then Second Wife, he took a third.
    He gave ird Wife a gi of the Emperor’s Temple Gong Mallet.
    ird wife instructed him: “Play the Square Gong of the Deaf !”

    And Yochi experienced thought as soundless clouds.
    Aerwhich ird Wife began collecting bells of many metals as
    Swans quaddled crossing the road, as geese barked in the sky.

    Daily she sounds her singing bells in the morning in the aernoon
    or any time of night —without entering Open Secret Temple.
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